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OPINION

The use of local reference growth charts for clinical use or a
universal standard: A balanced appraisal
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exclusion criteria, i.e. the presence of those factors known
or supposed to affect growth, such as genetic disorders,
congenital anomalies, severe infectious and metabolic
diseases, prolonged nutritional restriction.

A much-debated topic is whether a growth chart should
be local, national or international. On the one hand, if
we consider that, by definition, a reference chart describes the anthropometry of a given population, we can
conclude that we need as many reference charts as the
number of different populations, no matter whether their
anthropometric differences are ascribable to ethnic characteristics or to environmental, nutritional, socioeconomic, and health conditions. On the other hand, if we
believe that all healthy children under unrestricted conditions fully express their growth potential, and that
growth potential varies between individuals but not between populations, then a unique standard should apply
to all children.

Reference
In the absence of exclusion criteria regarding risk factors
for growth, a chart based on such a population is a reference, which describes ‘’how growth actually is’’ in that
population (1). Centers for Disease Control and Prevention growth charts for the US (2) are a reference in the
sense that they are explicitly descriptive, although the
authors recognize that some compromises were made
on developing a true reference (3). The growth charts
based on children affected by congenital diseases such as
Turner’s syndrome (4), cystic fibrosis (5), neurofibromatosis (6) should be regarded as references for these
particular pathological conditions.
A reference chart reflects the genetic characteristics of
healthy children belonging to a given population, as well
as the prevalence of risk factors for growth in that population. Therefore, the differences between reference
charts of different populations may be due to both genetic and non-genetic factors, whereas the differences
between reference charts pertaining to different social
groups or different periods of the same population denotes differences in health conditions. Actually, as asserted by Tanner (7), growth is a mirror of the condition
of society.
The clinical use of a reference raises two methodological problems. The first one is that the centiles of the
growth reference, which is essentially a descriptive tool,
are used as decision limits. The other is that a reference
might possess low sensitivity in detecting a child with
growth anomalies, since the reference includes also children who may have been exposed to risk factors for
growth. The first problem is intrinsic to the concept of
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TARGET POPULATION: REFERENCE AND
STANDARD
The terms “growth reference” and “growth standard”
are still erroneously used as synonyms, leading to confusion on this topic. In auxology, a “reference” differs
from a “standard” on the basis of the criteria used to define the target population, i.e. the population on which
the chart is built and to which the chart will apply.
Target population
A target population is defined by a set of inclusion criteria (typically, geographical area, ethnic group, sex) and
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compensatory placental growth, capable of preventing
fetal growth restriction (14).
A recent study (15) comparing Belgian and Norwegian
infants and young children with the WHO standard
showed persistence of population differences in growth
even when using the same strict inclusion criteria as
WHO. This suggests genetic or unknown environmental
factors responsible for the differences.

reference values defined on a statistical basis, in the field
of laboratory medicine, some four decades ago (8). As
to the second problem, from a practical viewpoint, when
we deal with a population with low prevalence of risk factors (such as the populations of developed countries),
the clinical use of a reference can be safely accepted.
Standard
To avoid the methodological weakness of the clinical use
of a reference chart, we may adopt highly restrictive criteria which, excluding all children exposed to any known
risk factor for growth, converge to define the characteristics of subjects enjoying good health and without nutritional or environmental constraints. Altogether, these
characteristics constitute an “ideal” and somewhat unrealistic model to which a child or adolescent should conform, and the basis for a “prescriptive standard” or
“norm” that indicates “how growth ought to be” (1). Unfortunately, such a model critically depends on which factors are taken into account, e.g. the socioeconomic conditions.
Do we really need, however, as many standards as the
number of different populations? If the main reason for
the differences that are observed between different reference charts is the inequality in health between poor
and rich populations, these differences are expected to
vanish when the restrictive exclusion criteria that define a
standard population are adopted. In this case, the same
unique standard could apply to all populations. On the
contrary, if ethnic groups maintain their anthropometric
differences even when selective inclusion and exclusion
criteria are adopted, the very idea of unique standard for
all must be rejected.

THE ITALIAN SOCIETY FOR PAEDIATRIC
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND DIABETOLOGY (ISPED)
GROWTH REFERENCES
As regards late childhood, adolescence, and adulthood,
conspicuous differences in somatic growth can be observed, also within the same country. As an example, data in the Italian Society for Paediatric Endocrinology and
Diabetology (ISPED) series, covering all ages from 2 to
20 yr (16, 17), show different growth patterns between
central-northern and southern regions of Italy. These differences had been reported in the past by many authors
(18), but were never documented systematically, mainly
as regards body mass index (BMI). At the end of the 20th
century, children were still taller in central-northern than
in southern Italy during the whole growth period: at the
end of growth the average differences was 2.4 (girls) and
2.7 cm (boys). After puberty, BMI values of children in
southern Italy became higher than those of children in
central-northern Italy. At 18 yr of age, the prevalence of
overweight (BMI>25 kg/m2) and obesity (BMI>30 kg/m2)
in southern Italy was 27.4% and 4.5% (boys), and 19.3%
and 3.5% (girls), respectively. These percentages were
much higher than in central-northern Italy, where the
prevalence of overweight and obesity was 16.7% and
1.8% (boys), and 10.0% and 1.3% (girls), respectively. Differences in height were unlikely due to environmental
conditions, socioeconomic factors, nutritional intake, and
lifestyle, all these being suitable for allowing each girl or
boy to reach their target, at least in the last two decades.
This is supported by the fact that the secular increase in
adult height of Italian conscripts slowed down and nearly halted at the end of the 20th century: about 1.2 mm in
central-northern Italy and 2.5 mm in southern Italy between 1995 and 1999 (19). We know that large genetic
differences between central-northern and southern Italy
exist, for instance in the incidence of some genetic disease, such as thalassemia, or in the distribution of blood
groups. By contrast, wide differences in diet and physical
activity could have been the reason why the prevalence
of overweight and obesity was, and still is, much higher
in southern Italy.
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THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION CHILD
GROWTH STANDARDS
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The World Health Organization (WHO) child growth standards (9) are based on the assumption that a unique standard fits all, since the standard depicts “normal human
growth under optimal environmental conditions and can
be used to assess children everywhere, regardless of ethnicity, socio-economic status and type of feeding” (10).
Nevertheless, even full-term single-born healthy children
of non-smoking women from a favorable socio-economic background still show a residual difference in size at
birth that is correlated with ethnicity – for example, a 1.4
cm difference in birth length between Norwegian and Indian neonates (11). A unique standard may be the right
or the wrong choice depending on whether such differences are regarded as negligible or not (12).
The extent to which the anthropometric differences between ethnic groups are the result of genetic factors
rather than health, nutritional, socioeconomic, and environmental conditions is still debated (13). Anyhow, the
differences in neonatal size between countries involved in
the WHO’s study are likely ascribable to genetic differences, since the residual potentially harmful external conditions are expected to affect somatic growth in the fetal
period even less than in the post-natal period, because of
the protected uterine environment. As a matter of fact,
undernutrition in pregnancy was found to stimulate a

CONCLUSION
A reliable growth chart, i.e. a chart useful from a clinical
perspective, should detect subjects at risk of disease and
premature death, independently of ethnic origin. As an
example, all small-for-gestational age (SGA) babies, i.e.
those with birth weight lower than the 10th centile of the
birth weight distribution for a given gestational age,
should have the same risk of perinatal mortality. Kierans
et al. (20) compared the perinatal mortality of SGA ba-
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bies born in British Columbia between 1981 and 2000,
belonging to four ethnic groups, i.e. Chinese, South
Asian, North American Indian, and other (mainly Caucasian). When identified on the basis of a unique standard, Chinese and South Asian SGA showed a lower mortality than Caucasian SGA, whereas North American Indian presented a higher mortality. These differences tend
to vanish when SGA babies were identified in accordance
with ethnic-specific standards. The authors conclude, and
we agree with them, that this finding “strongly suggests
that the observed ethnic differences in fetal growth are
physiologic, rather than pathologic, and make a strong
case for ethnic-specific standards”.
In addition to all these considerations, as asserted by
Karlberg et al. (21), clinicians continue to prefer local references when communicating with patients and their parents, and do not take seriously any attempt to establish
an international standard.
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